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Resources

1. Flipping Conferences

Literature

On-line Resources
- Flipped Classroom *The Flipped Classroom Infographic*. A new method of teaching is turning the traditional classroom on its head [http://www.knewton.com/flipped-classroom/](http://www.knewton.com/flipped-classroom/)
- New Generation Learners [Nice video demonstration of learning preferences of the New Generation]


Making Videos for Flipped Classrooms http://www.eschoolnews.com/2012/05/21/how-to-make-videos-your-students-will-love/


2. Just-in-Time Training

Literature


**Online Resources**

• Twitter in Medical Education. What is it and why should I care. [http://www.slideshare.net/jkhewett/twitter-in-medical-education](http://www.slideshare.net/jkhewett/twitter-in-medical-education)
• Baiboard: YouTube Video on How to Share a Collaborative Whiteboard [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tebAgLtyc1c](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tebAgLtyc1c)
• Qstream. Developed at Harvard Medical School, Qstream uses an interval reinforcement methodology that is scientifically proven to increase knowledge retention from 3 months to 2 years, and changes even ingrained on-the-job performance. Qstream incorporates the “spacing” and “testing” effects into a simple, mobile delivery platform to produce results that have been proven through many rigorous, peer-reviewed clinical trials [http://qstream.com/company/brain-science/](http://qstream.com/company/brain-science/)
• Wikis: How to create a wiki using pbworks [http://www.slideshare.net/leah.jensen/how-to-create-an-educational-wiki-using-pbworks](http://www.slideshare.net/leah.jensen/how-to-create-an-educational-wiki-using-pbworks)
• Wikis: How to create a wiki using pbworks (a YouTube Video) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QY3kJKzhG8U](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QY3kJKzhG8U)
• Today’s Meet: How to use this microblogging tool to generate discussion [http://www.learnitin5.com/Todays-Meet](http://www.learnitin5.com/Todays-Meet)

3. Teaching and Learning in a YouTube World


4. Use of Standardized Actors for Teaching and Assessing Skills


